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Spiril Body And Celestial Earth
Recent reports regarding United States Officials’ information on unidentified flying objects (UFO) - or, more poignantly, their lack thereof - have demonst ...
People Have Been Seeing A Strange Spiral In The Skies Over The Pacific
For the first time, a unique study conducted at Lund University in Sweden has tracked the meteorite flux to Earth over the past 500 million years. Contrary to current theories, researchers have determ ...
Earth’s Meteorite Impacts Tracked Over Past 500 Million Years
NASA Hubble recently shared a beautiful image of a dazzling spiral galaxy NGC 691 that’s located roughly 120-million light-years from Earth.
NASA Hubble Captures A Spiral Galaxy NGC 691 In Dazzling Detail!
It’s a bird. It’s a plane. It’s a …. tiny planet? The space rock 2014 UN271 has reached the inner solar system and will come closest to Earth in about 10 years.
‘Extremely eccentric’ mini planet approaches Earth for first time in 600,000 years
Dmitry Rogozin, the head of Roscosmos, called preventing collisions that could "ruin the civilization" the world's top priority.
Russian Official Urges Creation of Tech to Prevent Earth and 'Celestial Bodies' Colliding
A six-member team of science communicators in AP discovered four new Asteroids Near-Earth Objects during a 45-day training programme ...
Four asteroids near-earth found by AP man's team
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope took a remarkable image of a galaxy in deep space that has a core that gives off as much energy as the rest of the galaxy all together, NGC 3254.
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope snaps stunning photo of spiral galaxy with a core that gives off as much energy as the rest of the galaxy COMBINED
A spiral galaxy is a celestial body that generally sports a flat rotating disk of stars, gas and dust in the centre and is surrounded by “arms” radiating outward. NGC 2276 is visible as the ...
Hubble beams back striking image of 'contorted' spiral galaxy
As we continue our search for extraterrestrial life, a new study estimates how many other worlds might have already spotted us.
Radio waves from Earth have reached dozens of stars
Don’t let the fancy name fool you — a celestial body is anything floating around in space outside of Earth. The sun, the moon, planets, stars, asteroids, meteors... space is full of amazing ...
6 out-of-this-world celestial bodies you need to know
There may be more chickens in the world than any other bird, according to the Smithsonian magazine, but there is only one Beverly Nash. The fine print underscoring many of ...
The Art of the punster artist: Humor and environmental art springs from Bev Nash
An astronomer, a composer, and an artist have come together to make music from the waves detected by scientific instruments on Earth, in space, and on Mars ...
The Sounds Of Space Have Been Turned Into Music
The celestial interaction between the two galaxies also gives the false impression that NGC 2276 is head-on with Earth, though it ... time was for its lopsided spiral arms and later for its ...
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope found a galaxy with a 'LOPSIDED' appearance because it's being stretched and twisted by a neighboring star system
Stargazers are in for a treat over the next few nights with the arrival of the 'Strawberry Moon' -- the last super moon of the year.
How to watch tonight's 'Strawberry Moon,' the last supermoon of 2021
World set to witness the first solar eclipse of 2021, an annular solar eclipse, wherein the Sun appears like a ring of fire on Thurday. The phenomenal celestial event takes place when the moon comes ...
Solar Eclipse 2021: Common myths and superstitions that Indians believe
One such event took place 66 million years ago, when a celestial body stretching over 10 kilometers in size hit the Yucatán Peninsula. The impact was part of the reason the Earth went dark and ...
Earth's meteorite impacts over past 500 million years
For the first time, a unique study conducted at Lund University in Sweden has tracked the meteorite flux to Earth over the past 500 million years. Contrary to current theories, researchers have ...
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